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1 lntroduction
The 16th mission to Egypt covered the period october 24'h to november lfh lggg.
The mission was undertaken by senior scientist Ove Hermansen in cooperation
with Bjarne Sivertsen. Of the work programme activities A-I, the following tasks

were covered:

C:Procurement
Specifications for additional equipment needs and consumables

E: Training
Introduce new techniques for sampling and analysis of volatile organic
compounds (VOC) and on the job training of the staff at Centre for
Environmental Hazards Mitigation (CEHM) at the Cairo University,
Giza.

F: QA/QC
Introduce new SOPs for VOC sampling and analysis to be used in the
EIMP Air Quality Manual.

EfMP N|LU OR 8/2000



4 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

2 E Training

2.1 General
The main purpose of this mission was to introduce a new technique for analysis of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) in air samples, and to do on the job training of
the staff at Centre for Environmental Hazards Mitigation (CEHM) at the Cairo
University, Giza. Due to major changes in staff at the laboratory during the visit, it
was not possible to complete the training progtam according to the original plan.

The analysis method for VOCs is relatively complicated and full attention from
personnel with broad experience from gas chromatography is essential to complete
the training within the period of three weeks.

The gas chromatograph expert left the laboratory to start in a new job in the

second week of the mission. The training was started again with another chemist,
who left the laboratory after the second week. A new chemist with some

experience in gas chromatography was engaged by the laboratory management

during the third week. The three remaining days of the training visit was not
sufficient to complete the training. The new chemist will also need some training
on the gas chromatograph before being introduced to the new analysis techniques.

2.2 Training for instrument operat¡on and
ma¡ntenance, VOC-sampling

Principle and operation of the VOC-samplers were performed with people from
the chemical laboratory as well as people from the air quality laboratory at CEHM.
SOPs for sampling and an instruction list can be found in appendix B and D.

Descriptions of the sampling equipment can be found in appendixes F, G and H.

2.3 Training for instrument operat¡on and ma¡n-
tenance, VOG-analysis

Training on the analysis techniques was delayed because of a malfunction of the
gas delivery system for the gas chromatography. Principles and necessary pre-
parations was performed with the chemists responsible for the operation of the
instrument. Unfortunately, both chemists left the laboratory during the visit.
Theory and principles were presented for the new chemist at the end of the visit.
The laboratory will arrange an instrument course for this chemist to be prepared
for participating in a new training visit later.
Preliminary SOP for VOC analysis can be found in appendix C.

NILU OR 812000 EfMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 5

2.4 On-the-job training
On-the-job training was performed on the VOC samplers. One sampler was used

for sampling in Cairo, and the sample was brought back to the laboratory. It was

not possible to complete the on-the-job training in the chemical laboratory due to
the changes in staff during this visit (as explained in chapter 2.1).

2.5 Ghemical analysis
During the second week of the visit, it became apparent that the laboratory did not
have the standard mixtures needed to perform the VOC-analysis. The purge and

trap unit for the gas chromatograph is constructed for water and soil analysis and

need some technical modifications before it can be used for air samples. Some

extra equipment are needed for these modifications (appendix I and J).

Because of this, chemical analysis of VOCs in air samples could not be started

during the visit.

2.6 Work description
25. October
Visit at the CEHM laboratory, Cairo University.
Meeting with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah and Bjarne Sivertsen.

Discussing NOz-data, VOC-samplers' connection to sample tubes, constant
temperature/pressure chamber for conditioning of filters.

Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah gave a presentation of the laboratory, equipment,
activities and personnel.
Introduced to Hany Nabil, responsible for operating the gas chromatograph

and the one to undergo training of the VOC-method.
VOC-sampler:

Making an overview of principles and operation of the sampler together
with Hany Nabil. Sampler could not be charged without an adapter for the
power cable (american plug). Hany went out and bought an adapter at the
market.
Prepared the sampler for programming, tested valves and canister vacuum.

VOC-gas chromatograph:
The purge & trap unit connected to the GC has been used for semi-volatiles
in soil and water samples. It is not built for air samples.

Tested the capacity of the compressor delivering air to the N2-generator.
N2 used as carrier gas, should be He.

26. October
Cairo University:
N2-generator defect. Serviceman will be contacted.
Meeting with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah and Ahmed Sayd.

Programmed and prepared the sampler together with Ahmed Sayd. Went with him
to Ghemoryia Street station to locate the sampler for sampling. Sampler
might have a leakage problem, have to check the solenoid valve. All
samplers will be checked for leakage.

Back to the laboratory, discussed the working principles for the purge & trap unit
with Hany Nabil. Have to check min. temperature of the cold trap and what
kind of desorbent in use.

Shows out that there are probably no reference standards in the laboratory. This
must be checked out with Dr. Ahmed Soliman.

EfMP NILU OR 8/2000



6 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Went back to the office at EEAA.
Met Ulla Lund, discussed some interlaboratory-results from the CEHM lab.

Will do some checking on method, blind values and calculation of samples

of biological origin.
Sent a message to Rolf Dreiem, asking him to bring a copy of the EMEP-report.

27 October
Cairo University:
Nobody present at arival. Hany arrived after lVzhour. N2-generator still defect.

Part to be changed by the supplier during the day.

Since Soliman was not present and nobody present at the air lab, I was not able to
check out the standard gases.

Went back to the EEAA-office to work with the SOP for VOC-sampling.
Short talk at the office with Dr. Tarek El Araby.

28 October
Cairo University:
N2-generator still defect. Soliman has arranged to get a N2-cylinder instead.

Unpacked and prepared the remaining VOC-samplers. Programmed all timers. All
samplers set up for leakage testing after the weekend. Solenoid valves will
be checked after charging batteries. Cables and adapters needed for charging
will be obtained on saturday (30. October).

Disassembled the Purge & Trap unit together with Hany Nabil. Examinated

function and principles, studied the couplings. The unit is not prepared for
light hydrocarbons. Some technical modifications are needed, involving the

use of an external coolant. CO2-cylinder and couplings must be purchased.

No manuals for the unit present in the laboratory. Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd
Eltah will contact the supplier to get the manuals. Installed the PC-software
for computer-control of the unit.

Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah sent a fax to check cost of He-cylinders.
Ref. standards are available at the Air lab. according to Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd

Ellah. When I asked Ahmed Sayd, I was told that there were no such

standards at the air lab. Must be checked again with to Dr. Ahmed Soliman
Abd Ellah next day, since he had left the laboratory.

31. October
Vacuum pump arrived at EEAA. Some paperwork has to be done before it vcan be

sent to the laboratory.
Cairo university:
No cables or adapters present yet. Still not possible to charge the batteries and

check the solenoid valves.
Not able to check the reference standards with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah

since he was not present. The staff at the air lab. did not know any such

standards, but some single gases for qualitative analysis and semi

quantitative analysis should be possible to get.

Vy'ent back to the office at EEAA to work on SOPs, since no work could be done

with the samplers.

1. November
Cairo University:
Brought the vacuum pump to CEHM

N|LU OR 8/2000 rfvp
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Was going to continue training with Hany Nabil on the VOC-method, but he was
not present.

Unpacked the vacuum pump and checked all parts. Vacuum-couplings not
compatible with the connections. Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah contacted a

man from the workshop, explained and made drawings to him so he could
make a connection in the workshop.

Connectors/adapters and cables for all samplers present in the lab. Samplers
connected for charging.

Worked with the purge & trap unit again, this time with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd
Ellah. Discussed the needs for couplings and tubing to make the necessary
modifications. Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah will ask Hany Nabil to get all
the parts.

2. November
Cairo University:
Delivered 20 passive samplers and filters that Rolf Dreiem brought from NILU, to

CEHM.
Hany Nabil still not present. Later in the day it turned out that Mr. Nabil had got a

new job at EEAA and had already left CEHM. It was decided that the
training would have to start over again, now with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd
Ellah who again will train the person to fill mr. Nabils position in the future.
This is far from an ideal solution since Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah is a
busy man being in charge of the chemistry laboratory as well as having his
lectures at the university.

VOC-samplers still not charged. Checked all couplings visually and with a volt-
meter. Extension cable defect. Repaired the cable and reconnected all
samplers for charging until next day.

Connected the vacuum pump and the vacuum meter. Set up the tubing to check the
vacuum system. The man from the workshop arrived with the connection he
had made from the day before. Excellent work! Canisters can now be
vacuumised in the laboratory.

Discussed the needs for couplings and tubing necessary for the flushing and
cleaning of the canisters.

Performed more training on the purge & trap unit with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd
Ellah. Discussing principles for technical modifications and use of external
coolant.

Back at the office at EEAA:
Made a complete list of tubing and couplings needed for the VOC-method, with

illustrations. Found two local representatives in Cairo.

3. November
Got some tube connections from Rolf Dreiem that was brought to the university.
Cairo University:
Small talk with Estelle Bjoernestad about the QA/QC work while waiting for the

lab staff to arrive.
Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah busy for the rest of the day with audit of the

laboratory.
Finished the connections on the vacuum pump. Run a leakage test. Looked

promising. The new connection from the workshop seems to need some time
under vacuum for degassing.

Did some tests on the samplers. Charging voltage seems to be OK, but batteries
will not charge.

EfMP NILU OR 812000
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Went back to the office to write a memo on status on the VOC{raining.

4. November
Cairo University:
Started the vacuum pump again to perform some degassing while waiting for the

laboratory staff to arrive.
Still no tube connectors ordered. Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah would have this

finished by Saturday.
Dr. Gehad Genidy would look after the samplers so that they will be charged

during the weekend.
Went back to the office. Flemmings last day of work on the project.

7. november
Cairo University:
Nobody present at the laboratory to work on the VOC-method. Unable to check

status on procurements.
Did some more testing on the vacuum pump and the VOC samplers. Two of the

batteries now partially charged.

Wrote a note for Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah, stressing that we had to show
some more progress very soon.

Went back to the office after waiting for three hours.
Started to write on the Mission report.

8. november
Cairo University:
Met Dr. Gehad Genidy in the laboratory. He ensured that he would be available the

whole day and that training could start immediately. Since Dr. Genidy had
not been taking part in the training earlier, this ment that training would
have to start from the beginningagain.I was told that Mohammed Abd El
Maugood also would take part in the training. Mr. Maugood later denied
this. Director Dr. Jehia Abdel Hady entered the laboratory, presenting Dr.
Hanaa Salem that also would be available during the rest of my visit. Dir.
Dr. Hady kindly asked me to address him directly if any needs or problems.

Held a meeting with Dr. Gehad Genidy and Dr. Hanaa Salem to discuss further
progress of the VOC-activities. Emphasized the problems of manning and

missing parts for the instrument. It was suggested that training could start
again next day. Explained that the three remaining days were not enough to
undergo three weeks of training, especially since there were no one left in
the laboratory who could operate the gas chromatograph.
Dr. Hanaa Salem will inform Dir. Dr. Hady about the need to inform EIMP
that actions will be taken to solve the problems of manning for the training.
It was decided that next day would be spent going through the basic
principles for VOC-sampling and analysis.

Went back to the office.
A letter at my desk from Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah informed me that he had

not been in charge of the laboratory at CEHM since 4. November.
Had some discussions about the new situation with colleges in the office, and later

with Mohammed Fathy.
Did some writing on the Mission report.

N|LU OR 8/2000 rfvp
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9. November
Cairo university:
Met Dr. Gehad Genidy who introduced me to Mr. Sayed Badawy who will be

responsible for gas chromatographic analysis from now on. Mr. Badawy
have some experience from GC/IVIS analysis, but will need training to
operate the gas chromatograph in the CEHM laboratory. Went through
principles, function and operation of the VOC-sampler again, this time with
Dr. Genidy and Mr. Badawy.

Asked Yassin Fathi about a more powerful battery charger. He contacted a person
at the geo-lab who had one. He did not want to use the charger due to danger
of explotion. Yassin Fathi told that all VOC-sampling stations have 220Y
power connection. Agreed that the samplers should be connected to the
powerline while operated.

Discussed the cleaning procedure for canisters using the vacuum pump, with Dr.
Genidy and Mr. Badawy.

Sayed Badawy showed me the laboratory for the GC/NIS and X-ray diffraction.
The MS is normally operated without using the gas chromatograph.

Met Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah who informed me about his new position as a

consultant to CEHM and others. He will take part in training of new staff in
the laboratory.

Explained principle and function of the Purge & Trap unit to Dr Genidy and Mr.
Badawy. Discussed differences of Purge & Trap techniques contra
techniques for canister samples. Explained the technical modifications
needed for using the P&T with air samples.

Showed the GC-software and the P&T control-software to Sayed. Emphasised the
importance of training and practicing on the gas chromatograph before next
training visit. Laboratory staff made a search for manuals for the GC-
software as well for the P&T unit. It was agreed that these manuals must be

delivered by the supplier.
Back to EEAA to write on the report.
Made a list of actions to be carried out and items to be purchased before next

training visit.

L0. November
Cairo University:
Gave the list of necessary items and actions to Dr. Tarek El Araby and Dr. Gehad

Genidy
Checked the VOC samplers again, two more batteries were OK. Discussed

charging problems with Rolf Dreiem.
Discussed the SOPs with Sayed Badawy. Emphasized the importance of training

on the GC as part of the preparations before next visit. Mr. Badawy
discussed this with Dr. Amany G Taher who suggested that it could be
arranged with mr. Hany Nabil to do the training.

Dr Amany introduced me to Dr. Mohamed I El Anbaawy, at present responsible
for the Chemistry laboratory. He gave a brief orientation about the changes

in the laboratory. Discussed some necessary preparations before next visit.
Dr. Anbaawy told that Mr. Hany would be contacted to arrange the training
on the gas chromatograph.

Had a talk with Shereen Aly Mohamed, responsible for the laboratory's database.

She is performing the sample registration and the reporting of final data
from the lab.

'Went back to EEAA to do some more preparations on the SOP's.

EfMP N|LU OR 8/2000
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11. November
Went with Rolf Dreiem to have a look at the storage room.
Cairo University:
Brought a SOP for the VOC analysis method to Sayed Badawy.
Checked the version no.s of the software for the gas chromatograph and the Purge

& Trap unit.
Disconnected all VOC-samplers and put them aside for storing.
Agreed with Sayed Badawy to get a dust cover for the pump and vacuum gauge.

Got three out of four CVs for new lab. personell to bring back to the laboratory.
Went back to the office to finish the mission report.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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3 F QA/QC
SOPs were made for cleaning the sampling canisters and for handling the VOC
samplers. SOPs for the analysis methods should be developed as part of the
training progpmme. Since the training programme could not be completed, the
SOPs for analysis should be considered as preliminary procedures.

3.1 QC and calibration rout¡nes
Calibration routines are described in appendix C, Preliminary SOP for
determination of light hydrocarbons in air, analysis.

3.2 Sampling programme
The VOC sampling programme is described in Mission 15 repoft, appendix B.

EfMP N|LU OR 8/2000
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Appendix A

People and colleagues
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People and colleagues

List of names of people and colleagues met at the CEHM

15

Name Position Location
Dr. Jehia Abdel Hady Director of CEHM CEHM
Dr. Tarek Mohamed El-Arabv Manaser of Air Oualitv lab. CEHM
Prof. Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah Laboratory manager until November 4*

1999
Has left CEHM

Prof. Dr. Mohamed L El-Anbaawy Temþorary laboratorv manager CEHM
Dr. Gehad Genidy Ass. laboratory manager CEHM
Hanv Nabil Former GC-expert Has left CEHM
Sayed Badawy New GC-expert CEHM
Moustafa Morad Has left CEHM
Mohammed Abd El Mausood IC-expert CEHM
Shereen Aly Mohamed Reso. samole resistration and reoortins CEHM
Dr. Hesham Mohamed El Araby Resp. OA/OC CEHM
Dr. Amany G, Taher CEHM
Dr. Hanaa Salem CEHM

EfMP N|LU OR 8/2000
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Appendix B

Preliminary SOP for determ¡nat¡on of light
hydrocarbons in air, sampling

17
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Determination of light hydrocarbons in air, sampling

Principle
A cleaned steel canister is filled with an air sampler by the use of a programmable
air sampler. The canister is brought to a laboratory and analysed.

Sampling equ¡pment
The sample cylinders are 6litre "Summa" polished stainless steel canisters.

Sampling procedure

1. Can is evacuated
2. Remove swagelock-end-cap
3, Connect purge-tee and tighten
4. Programme the timer
5. Pressurizepurge-tee

Vent by opening valve B
(minimum 10 times)

6. Open valve A - pressurize can to 15 psig
7. Pressurize can to max. pressure

8. Close valve A and switch off pump
9. Remove purge-tee and replace swagelock

Please use a pencil to fill in the label.

Please do not use force to tighten the green handle of the shut-off valve. Normal
use of thumb and forefinger is sufficient!!

Gleaning of canisters before the first use
(l)evacuate to a pressure of 10-7 mbar 24 hours, ambient temperature.
(2fi1l with 10 prl water and purified helium 24 hours, 1 bar
(3)evacuate to 1 mbar and fill with helium 5 times
(4)humidify with 10 ¡rl water, evacuate to 1 mbar

Can is evacuated
Remove swagelock-end-cap
Connect purge-tee and tighten
Switch on pump
Pressurize purge-tee

Vent by opening valve B
(minimum 10 times)

Open valve A - pressurize can to 15 psig

Vent by opening valve B
(minimum 5 times)

Pressurize can to max. pressure (about 40 psig)

rfvp N|LU OR 8/2000
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Close valve A and switch off pump
Remove purge-tee and replace swagelock

Please use a pencilto fill in the label

Please do not use force to tighten the green handle of the shut-off valve.
Normal use of thumb and forefinger is sufficient!!

After step (1) a one-hour leak-test is performed. The canister shut-off valve is

closed and no detectable increase of pressure should occur on the 10-7 mbar scale.

Blank runs of canisters should not show a single signal of more than 2000 ¡rVs
(30 ppt ethane or 10 ppt benzene).

From the 200 canisters we bought for the EMEP-program,T had a significant high
level of C6 hydrocarbons and chlorinated solvents. Those bottles were cleaned

with methanol, acetone and water and cleaned as shown above. The evaporation in
step (1) is performed with 70 'C instead of ambient temperature. The cleaning of a
used bottle is done by 6 to 24 hours evacuation at I0-7 mbar and 50 

oC.

(Turbomolecular pump from Pfeiffer Balzers modified at NILU to allow
simultaneous cleaning of 6 bottles).

Commercial supply
Steel canisters:
Prof. R. Rasmussen, Oregon Graduate Center, Biospheric Research Cooperation.

References
McClenny, W.A. et al. (1991) Canister-based metod for monitoring toxic VOCs in
ambient air. J. Air Waste Managa Assoc., 41, 1308-1318.

Pate, B. et al. (1992) Temporal stability of polar organic compounds in stainless
steel canisters. J. Air Waste Manag,e. Assoc.,42,460-46.

Westberg, H. et al. (1984) Analysis of individual hydrocarbon species in ambient
atmospheres.In: Identification and analysis of organic pollutants in air. Ed. by
L.H. Keith. Woburn, MA, Butterworth. pp.323-327.

Olivier, K.D. et al. (1986) Sample integrity of trace level volatile organic
compounds in ambient air stored in summa polished canisters. Atmos. Environ.,
20, r403-l4ll.
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Appendix C

Preliminary SOP for determ¡nat¡on of light
hydrocarbons in air, analysis
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Determination of light hydrocarbons, analysis

The analytical method described below is by gas chromatography and FID

A brief description of the set-up and procedures are given below. The analysis is
complicated and should preferably be learned by training.

lnstrumentation
VOC air analyser
A drying-tube with backflush and heating option has been added between valve V3
and V4. (10 cm teflon-tube l/4" with 20 micron steel-sinters on both ends, filled
with 3 cm of K2CO3 on both ends and 4 cm NaOH on support in the middle.)

The first trap is a 114" glass-tube packed with Carbosieve, Carbotrap and
Carbotrap C - the refocussing trap a 10 cm piece of coate fused silica (Poraplot U).

Gas chromatography
Al2O3/KCl PLOT column,50 m,0.32 i.d. (Chrompack)

Hewlett Packard PC based chromatographic data handling system.

Gases and materials
All gases are grade 4 or better. They are further cleaned by passage through two
different 200 rnl cylinders filled with activated charcoal and molecular sieve. This
is sufficient for the FID gases, but not for the helium as carrier gas. Helium is
further cleaned in a ll4" steel trap filled with molecular sieve at liquid nitrogen
temperature. All tubes which are in contact with the sample are premium grade

stainless steel or teflon (drying tube).

Analytical Procedure

Table l: Settings of temperatures, gases, flow-directions and gas-flows in the
dffirent steps of an analytical cycle of the thermodesorption unit.

Step Trap 1 Gas Direction Flow Trap2 Gas Time

I 270 "C He Back 20 ml 120 "C He 26 min

il Ambient He Back 20 ml Ambient He 60 min

-30 He Back 20 ml Ambient He 6 min

IV -30 Sample Front 25 ml Ambient He 14 min

V -30 Sample Front 25 ml -180 He 6 min

VI -30 He Front 5ml -180 He 1 min

vil 250 He+HC Back 8ml -180 He+HC I min

EfMP

The consume of liquid COz is abott2liters per sample.
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Figure 1: Chromatogram

Quality assurance
Calibration
Calibration-gas-mixtures from NIST (USA) should be used to determine the
carbon-number-response for the FID.

The standard-gas-mixture is analysed with the same conditions as a sample (same

pressure, flowrate, volume and time period) connected to one of the ten ports of
the stream-selector. The absolute precision of the read-out of the massflow-
controller is therefore not a critical point in calculating concentrations.

The standard gas is connected to port 1 of the multistream-selector and therefore
always the first and thereafter every tenth injected sample.

All hydrocarbon peaks in the chromatograms are identified and integrated by hand.

For identification purposes ppm standard-gas-mixtures from Scotty or self-made
standards are injected via a home-made injection system.

NILU OR 8/2000 rfvp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 25

Maintenance
The blank values of the carrier gas are checked by direct connection to one of the
ports of the multiposition-valve. A good performance of canier-gas cleaning is of
fundamental importance for a reliable analysis of the very volatile hydrocarbons.

The blank values of the instrument especially of the traps have to be controlled
quite often. High boiling compounds on the traps may decompose and give higher
background noise of several compounds.

A need for change of the drying-agents is indicated by bad chromatographic
performance. On a routine basis the tube is renewed every week.

A record of the raw-area of the standard-runs is very useful to judge the
instruments behaviour over longer time.

All gas-flows need to be checked quite often

References
Schmidbauer, N. and Oehme, M. (1985) Analysis of light hydrocarbons (C2-C6) at

ppt levels by high resolution gas chromatography. J. High Res. Chrom. & Chrom.
Commun., B,404-406.

Schmidbauer, N. and Oehme, M. (1986) Improvement of a cryogenic
preconcentration unit for C2-C6 hydrocarbons in ambient air at ppt levels. J. High
Res. Chrom. & Chrom. Commun.,9,502-505.

EMEP (1990) EMEP Workshop on measurement of hydrocarbons/VOC. Lindau,
Federal Rep. of Germany, November, 6-9, 1989. Lillestrøm, Norwegian Institute
for Air Research (EMEP/CCC-Report 3/90).
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Appendix D

lnstructions for VOG sampling
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VOC sampl¡ng

29

Sample no
FiJicii in at the lzlboratory

1. Before go¡ng to the station:
¡ Ensure that battery has been charged and that the

. Check that the time and day of the digital timer are correct

o Check that program is OK

r Fill in date and time for start and end of sampling Oa@

¡ Check that all valves #I, #2 and #3 are closed

¡ Check that the solenoid valve works properly
l.Select the MANUAL position on the timer
2.Push the oN/oFF button three-four times to see if the solenoid valve

reacts.

IMPORTANT: When finished, ensure that the valve is in the orr
position

3.Select the Auro position on the timer

2. At the stat¡on, before sampl¡ng:
¡ Check the vacuumpressure

1.Open the canister valve (#1) completely (counterclockwise)
2.Open the pressure gauge valve (#2)
3.Read the pressure and fill in the value @
4.Close the pressure gauge valve (#2) (clockwise)

r Install the sampler in the correct place

. Mount the sample tube to the sample inlet (front inlet on the left side)

3. Collecting the VOC sampler at the station after sampl¡ng
¡ Check the vacuum pressure

1.Open the canister valve (#1) completely (counterclockwise)
2.Open the pressure gauge valve (#2)

3.Read the pressure and fill in the value @

4.Close the pressure gauge valve (#2) (clockwise)

. Close the canister valve (#1) completely (clockwise)

. BrinÊi the VOC-sampler to the laboratory

Station Sampler Sampling
Station no.

St. name:

lnstalled
t.o.d.:

date

Start O
t.o.d.:

date

Canister pressure
at start:
G)

Sampler no.:

Canister no.:

Collected
t.o.d.:

date

End @

t.o.d.:

date:

Canister pressure
at end:
@
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List of equipment used for the VOC method

VOC sampler:
Thermo Environmental Instruments Volatile Organic Canister Sampler
model640

Gas chromatograph
Hewlett Packard 5890 series ll with FID
Software: HP Chemstation Rev. 4.04.01

Purge & Trap unit:
Hewlett Packard 7 695 P &T
Software: Purge & Trap Control ver. 4.01.01
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=Thermo 
Environmental

7E Instruments Inc.

r

a ur
approxi-

litens

pling is i
terminated at

programmed time(sf
. Evacuated canister

.,llls as pnessure

^gualizes
j"'êompletely DIC Fow-
.ercd,and portable

. Optional critical
orifices for sample
periods of l, 3 or
I hours

The Thermo Environmental
Inst¡uments Inc. Volatile Organic
Canister Sampler(VOCS) is a portable,
automatic sampler. It offers a çick
and accurate ¡ti'ethod Tor sampling
trace-level volatile organic. compounds
in ambient air. The sampter uses an
evacuated canister, programmable
timer and a latching solenoid valvc.
The VOCS is convenient for sampling
at hazardous waste sites, Ieaking
underground tanks or for high-risc
structures, among other uses.

The VOCS is lightweight and easily
transported from onc site to anothcr.
Thc user orrly has to set thc timcr and
the unit opemtes automatically. The
valve automatically latches open at thc
programmed time and air is pushed
through the unit by the atmospheric

:;Ë,

pressure. The critical florv orifice
sized to provide an appropriate sanrp
flow. At the end of the sample c¡,cl

the ralve latches closed and the samp
is ready for laboratory analysis.

The SIJMMAo passirated six-litr
stainless-steel canister is fal¡ricated r

the highest standards of cleanline:
with speciatly prepared interior surfacr
treated by the SUMMAo polishin
process. Only Nuproc stainless-ste,
valves are used in the T.E.l. VOC:
ensuring an organic-free sample train

The components of the sampler ar
availaL¡le separatelv for purposcs r

manual grab sampling or to me(
unique customer needs.

:.'.1:

*i

*Ë{r#
ïrenBr-foüî.ho

.f*.
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATIOHS

Flow Rate:

:Controlfer:

'4É .r#*#-
.. ';
i;..',0t.,,1,¡:i,ii$r¡'

S ,rr' ffi-ffi
Volumeüic sbndard 2.lþrnifnh:St 24 hrl.

Cþar anodeed alum,.rffi ,* ,.ffii*
Criticalorif¡æ.

SxÍtêf,.Ståinless ste€|, SUMMA' polbhed.

.; ' È,'

r.lffiiÉr-lï,-r.,. ¡x. #
120 VACitO Hzor 220 UO*,f"'

41 øn (16 in - Hehh0 x 38.8 cm 05 1/4 q,y*, r t9.o * ,lrf t
5 1 cm e0 h Heþh0 x 51 cm E0 h w'rd$ì,ii63S C$ gg h-H.ü'l

13kgeo.srbl/r7.sksos.sbr. .ri,Ë¡$liffi,,iffi

..... ...1:.
:' i¡ : i..rr;át{:

,.. . 
.,ji': i

Fixed flow råte orifices ar¡aihHE: 2.1 cmTmin (24lour samde

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

,l#e
4/-,i
.;;...

qrstom sdEduling samding perbd:

mr (1.56 tt¡}.

fi,o.nn.

:{¡g

ìjl,

r::t

'

Digital Programmable Timer:

Assembled Dimensions:

Shipplng Dimensíons:

Char¡ilng Circuit:

Power:

0PTto¡rs

Critical Orifìce:

'{¡i
å'
'S¡+l

No ÁrC poÀær required lor sarnpling, cornpleteV D¡C po'rcred.

Serænday solllsute drgibl progømnuble tirner with 20 set poinb

**

Net we¡ght/shiôpr.nfu s ht:

16.7 ønïmin {}hour sample period); 50.d cmYmin (t-hour sample period)

vironmental 8 West Forge

: ",:1-

æriodl; 6.3 cmimin (8-l¡our såmple periodl;

#.
$ir

,'rdffii
'jË:.

. ,Ís,,ii
:l:i .".
rå.¡:r:i
,#

1,.M f¡
w'

"'ti

I

7E
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I West Forge Parkway
Franklin, Ma.02038

41

ã Thermo Env¡ronmental
7Ê lns¡ruments lnc.

lroDEL 640

INSISUSITON I,ÍAI{TIAL
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Model 640
Volotile Orgonic Conister Sompler (VOCS)

Insfruction Msnual

=Thermo 
Environmental

7E Instrumenfs Inc.
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme

System Description snd Operating Procedures:

A detailed drawing of the Wedding and Associates' VOCS system is shown in Figure l.

The system is completely portable and must rernain in this configuration during both sampling and

analysis. The sampler, with I prævacr¡ated c¿riister, is taken to the field site. Du;ing all sample

collectiorç and transportation to end ûom the site, valve #3 must remain closed (firlly clochvise).

The digitsl timer programming procedure is given in the section titled 'Programming Instructions:

Digtal Timer'.

The VOCS is placed at the desired sampling sitg and the protective cap ofthe sample nrbe

inlc is removed. First" the op€rator shoutd vøi$ that the canister is under ade4uate vacuum.

The latching solenoid valve must be in the closed position. To veri$ that the latching solenoid

valve is closed, placc thc MODE SELECTOR snitch of the Digitål Programmable Timer in the

M¿r¡ual position. Press the'ON/OFF- btrtton of the kqpad and verify that "ON' is displayed.

Allow approximateþ 5 s to elapse, then press the'ON/OFF' button and verify that "OFF- is

displayed.

NOTE: The vacurrm ar¡dit is achier/ed by opening valves #l and #2 (fulty

counter-clockwisc). The r¡acuum gs¡¡ge strould read approximately 0.9 of the locat ba¡ometric

pressr¡re. (For example, if the barometric press¡re is 30 in Hg the vacuum gauge should read

roughly 27 nHg to ensure that a full 2.5 L of sample will b€ collectd and that the flow remains

at s constant value during the entire 24-h sampling period.) When the vacuum audit is completed,

firþ close valves #l and #2 (Ârlly cloclovise).

The sampler is set up for subsequent operation by opening valve #l (fully counter-

clochvise). At the programmed time on the digital timer, sampling is initiated by activation of the

latching solenoid to the 'ONn position. Flow then proceeds through the sample tube, the

sampling module, the latching solenoid, the oriñc¿, and finatly into the canister through valve #1.

The sampler will operate at a preset flow rate ttrat wilt ,.r¡n constant for up to a 24-h¡. period

(the user may elect to operate for less than 24 hr.). When the sampler is retrieved, re-audit the

canister vacuum by opening valve #2 (counter-clockwise).

NILU OR 812000 EfMP
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IV. System Description and Operating Procedures:

The vacuum reading should be approximately 0.5 of the local barometric press¡,tre. (If the

barometric pressure is 30 in Hg the gauge should now read about 15 in Hg.) This value will

ensure th¿t the flow rate has besn consts¡t throughout the sampling period. The entire VOCS is

then returned to the laboratory for two purposes: first, to allow analysis of the collected sample;

and sccond, to rectrarge the battery, which will only power the timer and control system for

approximately 3 days without recharging. To recharge, connect the male plug to a sourc€ of AC

power, and allow 14 hours for full recharge.

Analysis is initiued via wlvc #3 ¡nd the sr¡acuatior/analysis port (Figure l). Rcmove the

protective cap and connect this port to the uralysis systern (e. 8., a gas chromatograph), or to a

preszurized vessel containing humidiñed zero-grzÅe ù, using zuitable tubing. Note that the

canister is still under roughly 0.5 atmosphere of vacr¡um. To increase canister pressure, use the

zsro-gnÅe air, and open valves #l and #3 (counter-clockudse) until the car¡ister is charged to

atmospheric pressure, or to some other pressure sr¡itable for the analysis system. Then re- close

r¡alves #l a¡rd #3 (clochrisc).

To procecd with the anal¡nis, coriri€út the cvacuatiory'analysis port to the ana\æis syster¡\

if this has not already been done, ræpen valves #l and #3 (counter-clocl¡vise), and set the flow

rate to that required by the analysis system. Once the analysis is complete, close valve #3

(cloclorise) and open valve #2 (counter-cloclorise) for a final check of the residual pressure in the

ca¡rister. Then close valves #l and #2 (clockwise).

To prepare the system for the ne:rc sampling period, the bauery should be recharged as

noted above, and the system purged and evacuated. Connect the evacuation/analysis port to a

source of humidiñed zero-grade air under pressr¡re. Admit this air into the canister by opening

valves #l and #3 (counter-cloclorise) until a zuitable presst¡re is reached, then allow the pressure

to drop to atmospheric (a three-way valve is convenient for this purpose). Re-preszurize the

canister and again allow it to return to atmospheric preszure.
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system Description and operating procedures continued:

After a suitable number of repetitions of this cycle, reconnect the sampler to the analysis

system utd verify that the canister is free of the ocpected anatlzßs. Close valves #l and #3

(clochvise).

Connect the wacr¡atior/sarirpling port to a sr¡it¿ble \¡acr¡um pump, and re-open valves #l
and #3 (counter'clochrisc). ThenÍofen valve#2(countcr-clochvise). Continuc cvacr¡ation until

the r¡acuum gauge reads u least Ûþ'of atmosphøic pressure G. e., a residual pressure of 0.1

atmosphere). Once this level of vact¡um is reachd close valve #3, then #1, then #2 (ñ¡tly

clochflfuÊ). Thcn h¡rn off the vacuum pump urd disconnect the tubing Êom the

sr¡acr¡¡tion/analysrs porq urd replace the protætive c8p. The system is now ready for the next

sampling cycle.

V. Programming Instructions: Digit¡l Timer

A. Definitions: I :

l. Mode Selector Switch h¡s Thrcc Settings:

'cllfANfIAL' - The automatic opcration is bpassed while the switch is in this
position. L¡ad can be manually switched by the 'oN' or.oFFn button.

"AUTO" - Normal position for autom¿tic operation. I¡ad can be manually
switched "ON" or'OEF'. The timer will res.¡me automatic operation beginning
with the next set point.

.'PROGRAM'- To set or modfy the clock or the program.

2. Rcsct Button:

'Resets the microprocessor before programming or erases the entire program.

3. Clock/Output Switch:

'used in setting day and time or to view the output condition.

N|LU OR 812000 rfi'tP
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Vf. Programming Instructions:

{. On/Off Button:

eManually turns load on and ofr, u¡d enters programming steps for "Olf or
'OFF- sct points.

5. Prcp¡rc for Progr¡mming:

rThe total prognm may includeup to 28 events over I seven (7) day period. No
two €venß can occur simultaneously. The program will repeat any previously
prognmmed day ofthe sune nurnb€r.

.List all desired ON urd OFF set points.

6. Rcsct Timc Switch:

.Press reccssed RESET switch to reset microprocessor and remove all previous
set points.

7. To Set Timc rnd D¡y of Wcclc

.Placc threc position selector in PROGRAI{.

rPlace two position selector in CIJ(.

.Press HOIJ& MINUTE and DAY button to sclect cr¡rrect time and day (day I is
Sunday, day 2 Monday, ac.). Note clock is 12 hour Alvl/?M repeating.

t. To Progr¡m Set Points:

.Placc three position selector in PROGRAI,Í.

.Pl¿cc rwo position selector in OUTPIJT.

.Press HOUR and MINUTE buttons to select set point time.

.Press DAY button to select day which ON or OFF set point is to occr¡r.

.Press ON/OFF button to sclect ON or OFF set points.

.Press ENTER to enter seleaed set point time for the day seleaed.

.To repeat the same set point for other day(s), use DAY bunon to select the nex
day the set point is to occur, then press ENTER.
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Programming Instructions Continued :

rRepcat for as many days as required.

.Repeat above procedure for all remaining sct points required.

9. To Review Progrern Set Points:

rPlace threc position selector in PROGRAIvI.

oPlacc two position selecror in OUTPLJT.

'Dirylaywill show all zeros if there are no set poinæ programmed. Off and the
day the ON/Off switching operation is to occr¡r. The display shows the ûrst set
poid in cbronological order bçginning with Sunday (d¿y l).

'Press ENTER to review all remaining set points in chronological sequence.

.The display shows End' after last set point is displayed.

10. To Add or Delcte Set Points:

'To ¡dd sa point time, press HOUR urd/or MINUTE to change time displayed.
Then press ENTER Sa point is now added.

'To delete a set poinq press ON/OFF ¡vo times (display will show all dashes).

ÎFOR AUTOÀ,ÍATIC OPERATION, THREE POSITION S\ryTTCH MUST BE IN'AIJTO.''
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þrErtMATIc"
ElectronicT-DaYTim
With Battery powered Clock Operation

ETl 70 SERIES
INCLUDING MODELS:

ET171C (SPSTI 12OV SUPPI
ET173C (DPSTI 12Ov SuPPI
ET174C (DPSTI 24OV SuPPI

e Switches
i

OWNER/INSTALLER I STRU CTION MANUAL
ATTENTION: READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPT¡NG TO INSTALL-YOUR INTERMATIC
riivie swmcn. rÀll-unÈÍõ corvrplvw¡rH |NSTRUCflONS coulg EEsuLrlN PERSONAL
iñJunv alu-ó/on ÞCöÞEnw onMacEt RErÀlN FoR FUTURE REFERENcE.

I 20 3 4 05 6

DescriPtion
The lntermat¡c Elestronic 7-DayÏime Switch automatical-
ly switches toads according tqs preset weekly schedule
w¡th to-the-minute accuracY. This time s-witch is designed
to directly strritch inductive or resistive loads up to 30
amps at 24, 12O or 2¿10 volts and to swirch tunglen or
baliast loads up to the t¡me sw¡tch rating. For use as a

control timer in applications requiring Tday load control
such as lighting, heating. airconditioning slstems, pumps.

etcetera. Upto 20(10 ON./lOOFF oranycombination) set
points (EVENTSI can be preset. These set po¡nts can be

brogrammed for any or all 7 days to provide for up to 140
iet-points each week. lndependent 7 day programming
provides complete flexibility for applications where load
írvitching differs each day of the week The program can
be overridden by seleaing the MANUAL position.

Specificatîons
cLocK VoLTAGE: 1 20 VA.C., 60 Hz. (Erl 71 C & Erl 73C)

240 VA.C., 60 Hz. (ET174C)

POWER CONSUMPTION: 3.0 Watts Max. (ETl71C)
5.0 Watts Max. (ETl 73C &
ET174Cl

CONTACT CONFIGURATION: SPST model ETI 71 C DPST
model ETl73C.
SWITCH RATING: (Per Pole for ETl73C & ET1 74C)
o 3O Amps lnductive/Resistive.

24/120/24oVÁ.C.,60 Hz.
o 20 Amps Resistive - 28 V.D.C..
. 1 H.P. 12O V. 4.C., 6O Hz.
. 2HP.24OVA.C.,6O Hz.
o.5 Amps. Tungsten, 12O/24O V.A.C., 60 Hz.
. 5 Amps Ballast 277 V-A.C., 60 Hz.
SEr POINTS (EVENTS): 20 total(1o oN/l0 oFF or anv
combination! daily
Up to 140 (7O ON/70 OFF or any combination) weeklv.
BATTERY POWERED CLOCK OPERATION: 3 Years
minimum (AA industrial grade alkaline supplied
with time switch)
MlN. "ON- or "OFF" TIME: 1 minute.
MAX. "ON" or "OFF" TIME: days 23 hours 59 minutes'
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2.5 Lbs. (1.1 Kgl
CASE: Drawn xeel;7-3/4" (19.7 cml high. 5" (12.7 cml
wide, 3"(7.6 cmldeep; graylinish w./lockable spring hasp'
KNOCKOUTS: Comb¡nãtión 1/2 '3/4" (one on back and
each side, two on bottom).
WIRE SIZE: AWG #10 through #18.

General Safetv Information
WARNING: DISCONNECT Ti{E POWER TO THE TIME
SWITCH AND THE LOADS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS
TIME SWITCH-
1 . Mount the time switch in the desired localion using the

three mount¡ng holes which are provided. Mount the
time switch ateye level, if possible. providing suflicient

qfiR,T

*HAM ON

.{:J ilr
PROGRAM

MAú{IAL

'-F

Y*t=nrutAT.c'
¡¡. BATTERY

ln[![
¡IOUR MIN OAY ENTER ON/OFF
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lnstallatìon

room to the left of the enclosure for lhe cover to swing
open fully- (See Figure #1 and Figure f2). The rime
switch mechanism does not need to be removed from
lhe enclosure to mount the time s-w¡tch s¡nce the top
nounting hole is a slotted type mounting hole. Secure

a screw or other fastener at eye level. The head of the
screw or fastener should be sl¡ghtly larger than the
narrow port¡on of the slotted hole to ensure that the
time s-witch is securely held in place. The remaining
tw'o mount¡ng holes are accessible without remov¡ng
the t¡me switch mechan¡sm and will provide secure
and permanent mounting of the t¡me sw¡tch.

2. lf you do remove the mechanism, refer to Figure #1
and remove the mechanism from the case by
depressing the catch atthe top ofthe case and pulling
out. CAUTION: DO NOTTOUCH THE CIRCUT BOARD
COMFONENTS SINCE STATTC DISCHARGE COULD
OAMAGE THE MICROPROCESSOR.

3. Replace the mecftanism in the case ¡f it has been
remorred.

4. L¡ft the left side of the insulatoroff of the reta¡n¡ng post
and pivot it up and awaylo expose the terminal tr¡p.

5. Str¡p the supplyand load wires by removing 1 /2 inch of
insulation. DO NOT USE ALUMINUM WIRE. (See
igure #3!. lnsert the wire ends under the proper

¡erminal plates and tighten the screws firmly. Use
AWG #1O through #18. Connect ground w¡re to
ground¡ng term¡nal at bottom of case.

6. Replace the plastic insulator.

7. Be sure that the battery is functioning properly. This
can be checked by making sure the display is visible. lf' the display has scrambled information, press the RESET
switch and hold for three to five seconds. Note that the
battery is factory installed and can easily be replaced
without removing the t¡me switch mechanism or field
wiring. Simply press in and downward (in the direction
of the arrow) on the battery cover which is identified
w¡th the word "Battery". lt is recommended that the
battery be replaced with a "AA" industrial grade
alkaline cell at nvo to three year intervals as part of the
normal time sw¡tch maintenance observing battery
polarity markings when installing. No other ma¡n-
tenance is required.

8. Place the selector switches in the AUTO and CLK

'losition.

v. r{eapply power to the time switch.

1O. Press the reset switch for three to five seconds. The
displaywill nowshow 12:0OA.M. anddayf 1. Notethat
rhe days of the week are numbered 1 through 7 for
Sunday through Saturday. The timer is now ready for
programming. Refer to the chart which follows and
enter the scheduled events (set points) required. Assign
each of the 20setpoints(EVENTSI enteredto whichever
day or days of the week you wish an ON or OFF
operation to occur. Simply put a check in the box that
applies. Note that programming two off t¡mes ¡n
sequence, allows the user to manually turn a load on,
after normal working hours for example, and allows the
time switch to automaticallyturn the load backotf.This
is an energy saving fealure which allows loads to be
manuafly switched on after normal occupancy times,
but provides for automat¡c off switching of these loads.
Note that several off times in a row can be
programmed to provide several "auto off" limes.
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Programming Steps
¡lefer to programming ¡nstruct¡ons in this manual or the abbreviated
¡nstruct¡ons on time sv¡itch door label and note the following:
. The three position slide s,witch is used to select automatic operation

(AUTOI, manual operation (MANUAQ or to selêct programming
(PROGRAM). The MANUAL position can be used to temporarily
override the program. Under normal operation.the selectorshould be
in the AUTO mode. The MANUAL mode maintains the program but
preventsthe loadsfrom automaticallysw¡tching. FOR A PROGRAM
TO SWITCH LOADS AT TH E CO R R ECT TIM ES. THE SELECTOR
SWITCH MUST BE IN THE AUTO POSITION.

. The two position selector switch is used to select programming lor
the time of day and day of week (CLKI or select programming for the
switching times (OUTPUTI.

o The RESET sr,vitch is used only prior to progra mm¡ng to reset the micro-
processor or to ease all programmed set points.

o 8y holding the hour and/or minute buttons depressed, you can
achieve a fast roll of the displayed time. This is useful when setting
the t¡me of day or programming set points (EVENTS).

o UP to 1 0 ON and t O OFF set points or any combination up to 20 set
po¡nts (EVENTSIcan be programmed and can be assigned to anyor all
7 days for up to a maximum of 140 set points each week.

¡ The load can be manually switched ON or OFF at any t¡me ¡f the
selector switch is in either the MANUAL or AUTO mode by pressing
the ON/OFF button. The two position selector MUST BE lN OUTPUT

. MODE.
o Pressing the ON/OFF bunon lwo times in the PROGRAM mode

causes the event time displayed to be removed from the program.
(only if the set point event has alreadybeen enteredl. ThedisplaYwill
show "-:---".

Programmíng
RESÊT TIME SWITCH: Press the recessed RESET switch to reset the
microprocessor and delete any set point information which has been
programmed. NOTE: DO NOT press RESET after programming
has begun or you will loose all of your program information.

TO SETTIME AND DAY OF WEEK: Place thethree position selector
in PROGRAM and the two position selector in CLK mode. Press the
HOUR. MINUTE and DAY burtons individually to select the current time
of day (12 hour AM,/PM repeating) and the day of the week. Day 1 is
Sunday. day 2 is Monday. etc.

TO PROGRAM SET POINTS: Select PROGRAM mode with the three
position selector and OUTPUT mode with the two position selec{or.
oressthe HOUR and MINUTE buttons separatelyto program thefirst set
oint time desired. Press the DAY button to select the day the event is to
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SYMPTOM POSSIBTE CAUSE(SI CORRECTIVEACTION

Battery not properly inlalled or
defeaive.

Check battery and replace if necessary.

Time svritch has not been reset.

Electr¡cal noise is interfering with the
operation of the microprocessor.

Press the recessed reset svrritch and hold for
approx¡mately 5 seconds.
Elearical noise interference is highly unlikely
since the electronic circuitiy and the power
supply are complete¡y ¡solated. The installation
of surge suppressors (metal ox¡de var¡stors-
MOVSI across terminals 3/4 (nodel EI173C
and ETI 74C across term¡nals 3/4 & 5/61 will
help to reduce electrical noise generated
at the sw¡tch¡ng contacts.

PROGRAM/MANUAVAUTO selector
not in AUTO position.

Time switch is programmed incorrectly,

Power has not been supplied to the
load. Note that the Neutral and Line
terminals #1 & 2 (Une 1 and Line 2
are terminals for model ETl74Cl are
isolated from the output terminals.

NOTE: For 120 volt loads onlY since
lhe t¡mer voltage is 12O VA iumpers
can be added between terminals 2 and
3 to supply load Power. CAUTION: Do
not use jumpers if load(sl are not
1 2OV. because the load can be
damaged. Supply separate Power of
the correct voltage.

Be sure PROGRAM/MANUAVAUTO is in
rhe AUTO position.
Check program - place the Program Selector in
the PROGRAM mode and press the Event button
to review all twenty possible Events.
Be sure power is applied to the line terminals #3
(13 and #5 for ETl73C and ETlT4Cl in order to
power the load. Note that the output contgcts
isolated from the t¡mer povt€r (terminals I
and 21. This allows the t¡mer 1o sur¡tch various
loads from 24 volts through 277 volts.

Time sw¡tch has no display

Display shows scrambled or
enat¡c t¡mes.

Load does not switch aî-
programmed time.

occur. Press rhe ON/OFF button to select an ON or OFF ser pos¡tionse¡ector in OUTPUTmode.Thedisplaywillshowall
point. pressthe ENTER bunon to enter that set point forthe zeros if there are no setpo¡nts programmedorwillshowthe

äeleae¿ day. Note that the ON or OFF indicator stops firstprogrammedsetpointandaprogrammedt¡mew¡than
flashing only after pressing ENTER. lf this set point is to ONorOFFdependingonwftetherthet¡mewhichappearsis
occur tãr otirer days of thã week simply press the DAY an ON set po¡nt or an OFF-set point.Pressing the ENTER

button to selec{ thè nerû day then ENTÉR. Rep€at for any button will advance fhe d¡splay to the next set point ¡n
addi ral days. Note that this allows you to utilize one set chronological order. ln other-tt¡ords, the ne¡û s€Î po¡nt on
poir. ranyöralldaysof theweekAiotalof 20setpoints Sunday or the qeJ point,on Monday (day 2l will appear.

ãre provideà allowinj up to 140 operat¡ons each wék (2O Press¡ng the ENTE- R f¡rr button¿fterthe last set point has

set points X7 da16 =149'eps¡6tioni). Repeatthis procedure been displayedvrill cause -E:nd'to appear ¡n the display.

for äs many of tire 20 sei points as reluired. Attempts to Further operat¡on of the ENTER button will repeat the
enteraddit¡onal set points (beyond 2O) willcause "F: UL" to review cycle.
appearinthedisplay. TO ADD OR DELETE SET POINTS: Press the HOUR

TO OVERRIDE PROGRAM: Program can be overridden at anüor MINUTE búttons to change the t¡me displayed to
any t¡me by selecting the MANUÃL po6¡t¡on. Program set show the new t¡me you w¡sh to ad4 then press the ENTER

poínæwittOemaintainedbutwillnotoperatethecontrolled Pqit_tÞqlton. To remove a programmed time. press the
[oa¿(il automat¡calty. ON/OFF button trir¡o times. When th¡s ¡s done, th€ set po¡nt

TO RE1/¡EW pROGRAM SET pOINTS: place the ürree displayed will be remorri¡d and the display will show all

position selector in the PROGRAM mode. Place the nro oasnes'

Trouble Shootíng

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

lf within one (l lyearlrom the date of purchase. rhis produalails due to a defect in material or workmanship, lntermat¡c lncorporated w¡ll

repair or replace it free ol charge.

The warranty does not apply ro: (al damage ca.used by acc¡dent. abuse. m.ishandling, dropping; (bl units which have been sub¡ect to

unauthorized repa¡r. opened. raken aparc (ðl units notusediniöidancè witn direct¡õirs:(ci!'¿añãàésexceeding the costolthe Droduct'

some rares do not anow a l¡mîüiàã'.ìi'¿-"ìü"däà. ö ihõ i;¿öñõ'riÃ¡iãi¡ö"'äãi .är ãópri-öior. it is 
"rarrantisives 

vou spec¡ric lesal

¡énii ãã¿ Vo, maY also have olher rights which vary from state to late'

This war¡anty service is available by e¡ther (at returning rhe producr to rhe.dealer from whom the un¡t was ¡urchased' or

[?'Tifiå",}TdËä"""i"'fÏîä::ll,î ",T'.r'"'å'Jåîi1';n'l"JJ,'¡f,:iïii*"",g::",*nl*j,1Í¡nff".'y,H;"ð,î'J::
lllinois 60o81- 9698' 

AUTHoRtzED sERvtcE srAT¡oN
TNTERMATTC lNcoRpoRÃTED. 4720 wer Monlrose Avenue, Chicago, lllinois 6o041 .

I NTE FIMATI C INCO FIÍ' cl FTATEE!--spnrNe 
GROVE. iLLINOIS 600E¡1- 969El

lsgETgz4s 
er I rrr PRINTEoINU'S'A'
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..Gas data and safety sheet
lHelium He

dlrttlllcâtlûfl l{o lUt{ tlot Í048
¡¿ard ldorrtlllcrtlon ll¡ .

l¿Éi¡!ñ Gsddl 2T

All users must
forthe guidance of customers using gaseous òr:
know and understand the properties of helium

before handling il' Helium is available commercially, eitheras a gas ora cryogenic liquid, at .
high pirrif¡r levels As gas it is supplíed either in ðtandard steel q'4ifitl'ersât
pressUteg up to 200 bar or in bulk quantities by mobile lube trailers, ln liquid
fo.rm'it Ísfranspoded and stored in special vacuum insulated ta¡ks., ,

Specification

information is

ñ.{

Gaseous helium Gaseoushellum Gseeoæ hetlum

Hellum % >99.993 >99.996 Hgþest g9-eqe8

gxy.Sen pp rtt bY..vo lume <10 <5 Lq¡rest O.2

, itito¡¡en PPiú b¡rvolume <20 <10 Lowest 04

ttlatsr' ppn'tiy volume <3 <1 OA

Typical'analye às
(ppm byvolúme)
gx-Ygen . '

Water
Natrogen
É{ydrogen

lleon
çarbgn dioxide
Oarbon monoxide

Hltior¡sôx¡oe

5

<1

<20
t

5

<0.5*
<1 '
<0.1'
<0.5'
<1'

2
<1

<10
ó

5
<0.5'
<l'
<0.1'
<0.5'
<1 '

Contac't your
locat sales office
for details on
above and other
impuriiies

âd

;)

;i;:

Hethâne "...

fgtai.ularscarbons

ç.Limits òf dritection by stan¿erd ânâlytiÇal techniques used
.l

Physical properties

fáolecular weight

eglt¡r¡g point'
Melting polnt
Vapourdensity
Denslty.of gas
Oenslty of liguid

'Sob'cif¡c gravity of gas

Crltlcal temp{irátirre
Çrltlcal pr€ssuÍe

þlubtttty in water
låt€nt heal of vaPorisation

@1atm
@29.61 atm (lambda point)

a@b.pt., 1 âtm

@20'C, l atm
(4b.pl., 1 atrn
(Air = 1)@20"Ç

@lO'C. 1 atm
te, 1 airr¡

4.003

-268.96"C
-271.24'C'
14.5 g/litre
0.166 g/litre
124-9 g/litre
0.138

-26?.9.C
1.27 bar (9)

0.000161 wt%
2O.91 kJ/kg
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Environmental lnformation
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COWI
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Gairo, Egypt

Tel:202525 6442,Faxz 2O2 525 6467

Memo

To: EIMP EEAA
Joergen Simonsen
Mohamed Fathy
Ahmed A. El Seoud

From: Ove Hermansen, NILU
Date: 25 October 1999

Use of helium for VOC-analysis

The gas chromatograph installed at CEHM to be used for the analysis of VOC-

samples uses nitrogen as carrier gas. Using helium instead of nifiogen will greatly

improve the data qualify by enhancing the chromatographic resolution of the different

VOC compounds.

Before changing from nitrogen to helium, two special gas-cylinders must be acquired

at aprice of about 1-2000 LE (willbe checked). The consumption of He-gas will be

very low, maximum two cylinders a year. Cylinders can be refilled when empty at a

much lower price.
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gfi'fp
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Gairo, Egypt
Tel: 202 525 6442, Fax: 202 525 6467

Memo

To: EIMP EEAA
Joergen Simonsen
Mohamed Fathy
Ahmed A. El Seoud

From: Ove Hermansen
Date: 3 November 1999

Status VOC-method

Staff:
Most of the time at CEHM has been spent for haining of the person responsible for
the gas chromatograph, IVfr. Hany Nabil. He left CEHM yesterday for a new job at

EEAA. There are no other people in the laboratory with simila¡ experience in the field
of gas chromatography. The training will be repeated with Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd
Ellah, who will be in charge of the training of new personnel.

VOC-analysis:
The purge & trap unit in the laboratory is constucted for analysis of soil and water
samples, not for air samples. It should be possible however to use it for canister
.u*pl", after doing some technical modifications to the instrument. This involves the

use of an external coolant (COr-cylinder) and some extra couplings and tubing must
be procured. The staff at CEHM is looking for suppliers and prices.

Calibration:
The laboratory does not have any of the standard gases needed for calibration.
Certified standards must be procured. This will take some time. Until then, pure gases

must be obtained for qualitative detection and semi-quantitative determination.

VOC-samplers:
After finally getting all cables and adapters needed to charge the samplers batteries, it
turned out that four out of five samplers needs new batteries. Testing and control of
the samplers can be done but they can not be used for sampling until the old batteries
are replaced. Suppliers and prices are being looked for by the staff at CEHM.
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Environmental lnformation
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA- Danida - COWI
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Tel= 202525 6442,Fax= 2O2525 6467

Memo
To: Joergen Simonsen

Haytham Ahmed
Dr. Tarek El Araby CEHM
Dr. Gehad Genidy CEHM

From: Ove llermansen
Date: L0 November 1999

VOC-method, necessary preparations before training:

At least two persons with the experience needed to operate the gas chromatograph

must be available all time during next visit. They must have a good understanding of
the operation of the gas chromatograph since all the time for training activities have to

focus on the VOC-method.

Necessary items:

Cølíbratíon gases:
ppm hydrocarbon mixtures (Cz-Co) can be ordered from Scotty gases

Tubíng ønd connectors:
Provided by Swagelok or Hoke (Gyrolok) (attachment: Tube connectors and adapters)

Purge & Trøp unit:
External coolant, CO2-cylinder with regulator
Manuals for the P&T (may be somewhere in the laboratory, if not; should be provided

by the local supplier)

Gas chromatograph:
Helium cylinders & regulator (attachment: offer from ETICO GAS)
Chromatographic column (AlzO¡/KCl PLOT coloumn, 50 m, 0.32 mm ID) provided

by Chrompack. (Local distributor: Group Engineering & Scientific Systems.,

PO Box 1024, AIMaadi - Cairo)
Manuals for the GC-software (may be somewhere in the laboratory, if not; should be

provided by the local supplier)

VoC-samplers:
Extension cables for all samplers
All batteries not working must be replaced

sfvp N|LU OR 8/2000
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Reducer 1/15" - 1/4" inch

Reducer 1/16" - 1/s" inch

Reducer 1/r" - 1/0" inch

Reducing union 1/0" - 1/15" inch

Reducing union 1/0" - 1/r" inch

Reducing union 1/6" - 1/16" inch

Union 1/0"

Tee 1/4"

Tee 1/r"

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Tube connectors and adapters

quantity:

6

6

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

il|ryË'r-CiHffi

:

.

;

10

10

10

Nuts & Ferrules 1/16"

Nuts & Ferrules 1/r"

Nuts & Ferrules 1/a"

Stainless steel tubing 1/16"

Stainless steel tubing 1/6"

Stainless steel tubing 1/a"

Valve, type Nupro SS 4H (same as valves in the VOC-samplers)

Pressure gauge, +1 - 3 atm

ffi
5m
5m
5m

Swagelok fittings:
Cøìro Vølve & Fìttíng Ltd.
78 Amar Ebn Yasser St.
Heliopolis, Cairo
Egypt
(20) (2) 249-1701Phone
eol el249-1701 Fax

Hoken Gyrolok fittings:
Target Engíneeríng
14 Street 286, New Maadi beside El Garayer Square

Cairo

#: +202-516-7711
Fax#: +202-516-4044
Contact: Abdelmomen Helmy, Executive Director

ffitÍt

Et@

ffi
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